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Human-robot interaction
The demand for robot interaction with humans is becoming increasingly ubiquitous with the 

increasing development and commercial release of humanoid robots. However, human-robot in-
teraction (HRI) is a complex and hence largely unsolved problem, particularly when faced with 
multiple persons who may simultaneously require the robot’s attention. In order to adjust its posi-
tion to face humans, the robot should localise, identify and track humans within the surrounding 
environment. Knowledge of subject positions is further used to adjust sensor steering and focus 
on signal sources of interest. Speech signals should be subjected to signal enhancement and uti-
lised for automatic speech recognition (ASR) in order to process and respond to requests. Facing 
interaction with multiple simultaneous speakers under the presence of background noise and re-
verberation, the robot should perform signal enhancement and separation and prioritise requests 
by urgency. Hence, language processing as well as human behavioural analysis is necessary for 
humanoid robots. 

While vision-based HRI has received widespread attention over the last two decades, robot au-
dition emerged as a topic on its own only in recent years. The EU Seventh Framework Programme 
project Embodied Audition for RobotS (EARS) aims to provide intelligent ‘ears’ with close-to-hu-
man auditory capabilities and use it for HRI in complex real-world environments. The development 
of novel microphone arrays and powerful signal processing algorithms is envisaged to localise 
and track multiple sound sources of interest as well as to extract and recognize the desired signals.  
After fusion with robot vision, embodied robot cognition derives HRI actions and knowledge on 
the entire scenario. Information inferred from audio-visual fusion is fed back to the acoustic system 
and constructively exploited for further auditory scene analysis.

Spherical microphone arrays
Recent advances in the research community have shown that spherical microphone arrays 

facilitate processing and analysis of sound fields with the potential for high resolution data in three 
dimensions in the spherical harmonic domain due to the symmetry and equal performance in all 
directions of the spherical configuration. Existing studies using spherical arrays embrace a wide 
range of applications including speech enhancement and sound field 
analysis. Spherical arrays are of particular interest for robot audition 
where the array can be naturally mounted on the robot head and are 
therefore extensively used for data acquisition in EARS. Hence, signal 
processing in the spherical harmonic domain is required and will be 
investigated for the following challenges.

Figure: em32 Eigenmike produced by mh acoustics. 
Photo by Emanuël Habets. 

Blind speech dereverberation & enhancement 
Speech signals radiated in confined spaces are subject to reverberation due to reflections 

of surrounding walls and obstacles. Reverberation leads to severe degradation of speech intelli-
gibility and can be prohibitive for applications where speech is digitally recorded, such as audio 
conferencing or hearing aids. Dereverberation of speech is therefore an important field in speech 
enhancement. Prior information about the clean speech signal, room, or sensor and background 
noise are unavailable in practice. The reverberant signal therefore needs to be enhanced blindly.

Blind speech dereverberation has become a popular field in the research community and has 
led to many interesting approaches in the literature. However, most existing methods suffer from 
assumptions constrained to specific subproblems of dereverberation. E.g., many approaches limit 
the dereverberation to voiced speech sounds, leading to poor results for unvoiced speech. Fur-
thermore, only few approaches allow for dereverberation of speech from moving speakers.

Blind speech dereverberation from multiple, simultaneously active, and moving sources sub-
ject to background noise is, however, an extremely pertinent problem in robot audition, especially 
for HRI applications where automatic speech recognition (ASR) and hence high word accuracy 
rates are necessary.

Environment mapping
To provide NAO’s interaction system a holistic view of his surrounding environment, its ob-

jects as well as the people communicating with the robot, the inferred knowledge is represented 
using an acoustic and visual map. However, both the objects within the environment as well as the 
robot itself are moving within the environment, leading to a time-varying map. Objects’  location 
estimates hence need to be associated with previous locations, both relative to the robot’s own 
time-varying position within the environment. Furthermore, NAO is not equipped with an odomet-
ric device, i.e., its ownship position within the environment is an estimate itself. Therefore, a robust 
approach to Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) of the robot position and environ-
ment map is required.

Figure:  Prototype of an acoustic environment map from NAO’s perspective, plotting the estimated 
room layout and object locations. Point sources are shown as dots, extended objects as areas.

Acoustic source localisation & tracking
Source localisation is an important prerequisite for many acoustic systems, such as scene 

analysis, room geometry inference, blind source separation, and dereverberation. Furthermore, 
reflections off walls and obstacles create a unique impulse response of a room and can hence be 
exploited constructively to infer knowledge about the surrounding acoustic environment. Local-
isation in conjunction with room inference becomes a particularly interesting challenge in robot 
audition, where active sound sources are localised for human-robot interaction, whilst dominant 
reflections can be used to infer knowledge about the acoustic surroundings.

One approach for source localisation explored in EARS is based on the notion of pseudoin-
tensity vectors in the spherical harmonic domain. The direction and magnitude of the acoustic in-
tensity is estimated in each bin in the spherical time-frequency domain. Multiple sound sources as 
well as dominant reflections are estimated by clustering the intensity vectors into groups of Direc-
tions of Arrival (DOAs). This approach is notionally similar to the generation of a steered response 
power map but at significantly less computational expense.

A track of the trajectory of each speaker’s position is required for robot-human interaction and 
situational awareness. Therefore, the estimated DOAs are used in a multi-target tracking frame-
work to predict, update and associate position estimates with speakers. Speech activity plays an 
important rule and adequate prediction algorithms and models are required to propagate speak-
ers through silent periods in order to avoid track loss or track splits.

Figure: Steered response power map, x denotes true 
source directions

Figure: Intensity map of pseudo-intensity vectors

EARS Consortium & Work Packages
The EARS consortium consists of Friedrich-Alexander Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg (FAU), 

Germany - Imperial College London, UK - Ben-Gurion University of the Negev (BGU), Israel - Hum-
boldt-Universität zu Berlin (UBER), Germany - Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en 
Automatique (INRIA), France - Aldebaran Robotics SAS, France. 
• Embodied Acoustic Sensing for real-world environments: Development of anthropomorphic & 

robomorphic sensor arrays, analysis and representation of sound fields, audio-visual data align-
ment (FAU, BGU, UBER, INRIA).

• Acoustic scene analysis: Acoustic source localisation, tracking and environment mapping, fo-
cussing of arrays, echo cancellation, blind speech dereverberation, noise reduction and interfer-
ence suppression (FAU, Imperial, BGU, ALD).

• Audio-visual disambiguation: Visual & Audio-visual event recognition, localisation, and classifi-
cation (INRIA, ALD).

• Robot-embodied cognition and interaction: Attention and interaction system and modelling of 
interaction models, sensory and motor models, learning of robot behaviours and voice dialogue 
(UBER, INRIA, ALD).

As a prototypical application, EARS will consider a welcoming robot in a hotel lobby. Representing 
a large class of generic applications, this scenario is of key interest to industry. Hence, Aldebaran 
Robotics, a leading European robot manufacturer, will integrate EARS’s results into the NAO plat-
form for the consumer market.

This poster provides an overview of the work packages investigated by Imperial College.

Figure: NAO by Aldebaran Robotics. 
Photo by Adelbaran Robotics.
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